Special Conditions: mass mailing tools

Any person registered in a list used by a mailing tool must receive with each message all necessary details to unsubscribe.

Any mailing unsolicited by their recipients (spamming) is strictly forbidden. A complaint for spamming from a user will lead to the closing down of the account.

Any person registered on a list used by a mailing tool must receive with each message the necessary information to unsubscribe, or must be able to do so via a mail order according to the tool used.

In a general way, the use of mailing tools must comply with Swiss regulations.

The mailing tool’s domain administrators are solely legally liable.

Any confirmed complaint received by Infomaniak Network SA for improper use of a mailing tool will lead to the deletion of the incriminated list.

Accepting these conditions will cause the registration of your user name and IP address associated to today’s date in a database. We will thus be able to prove you have read and agreed the conditions above.
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